Reopening plan for Bloom Skincare & Makeup June 2020
Mendocino County, CA
1. Describe the type of signage posted at entrance of business:
Signage at the entrance will be posted to inform clients and therapists that they should avoid
entering if they have symptoms of illness associated with COVID 19 (detailed list of symptoms
included). Signage will also state a required 6 foot distance between people, no guests, no walk-in
services, and no unnecessary physical contact.
Social distancing signage will also be posted at entrance of building.
We have also taken a step further and create da COVID form that states all of the above
information and will be required by each client before they can come in for a service. We have
uploaded this form to our website. Found HERE: https://www.bloommendo.com/forms
2. Describe the PPE you will be provide to your employees and clients:
I do not have employees. However, as required, we have purchased plastic face shields, and will
CONTINUE to wear masks and gloves during each service. We have also purchased a protective
plastic shield that will be placed at the reception counter and we will have markings on the floor
showing wear to stand when at the check out counter. We will also be encouraging contactless
payment for our clients. We will also continue the practice of changing linens for services in
between each client and will dispose of linens in a contactless linen receptacle which will be
professionally laundered at the end of each week. Linens are stored In a sanitary place and will not
be reused. We will also continue the practice of wearing disposable apron to be changed in
between each client.
3. Describe your training for employees on PPE and sanitation
California licensed Estheticians are required to complete over 600 hours and a written and
practical exam on sanitation and disinfection which we must re-certify each year in order to renew
our license. We already disinfect area and tools with hospital grade disinfectant in between each
client, and wear mask and gloves which are changed after every client as well.
I do not have employees. However, both myself and the other Esthetician that work at my
establishment have completed a sanitation coarse from our industry training us on COVID
symptoms, proper prevention, sanitation, contact tracing and proper PPE. We are well educated on
what is required and how to operate in a safe and sanitary manner. I have also had two training
days in the spa to go over all of the necessary PPE and sanitation information.
4. Describe your plan for protecting your employees
My plan for protecting the other therapist at our spa is to limit clients to one person per therapist,
all clients must complete a COVID liability for before coming in for service, this form clearly states
symptoms, prevent and the precautions we are taking as a business to protect everyone. All
therapist will wear PPE and client will have mask. Clients temperature will be taken before
entering.
5. Describe your plan for protecting the health of clients:
Much like what is stated above, we will limit to one client per therapist at a time. No waiting roomclients will be asked to wait in car and will be notified when apt. time. Guests will have temp taken
before entering building.
Therapist will wear PPE and will sanitize room, tools and common areas in between each client.
Clients will maintain a 6 foot distance while in building except when services are being performed
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in which case both therapist and client will wear mask, therapist will wear above listed PPE.
There will be no beverage station or magazines available. Product testers will also be put away in
an effort to limit cross contamination.
6. Describe how you will prevent crowds form gathering at your business
We rarely have a “crowd” as we are a small spa and retail boutique, however we will limit to one
person per therapist and max of 5 people in building at a time with markings on floor of six foot
distances. Guests will not be permitted to accompany clients. Retail will be shifted to encourage
online purchasing with limited walk in retail days and hours.
7. Describe how you will enforce 6 foot distance
We will enforce social distancing by clearing marking floor, have protective shield at register and
signage explaining paper social distancing practices.
8. Describe the payment methods being used
Most of our regular clients already have a credit card on file in our system and thus we were
already practicing contactless payment and will continue to encourage all clients to do so. For
those that do not wish to have their payment information stored we will ask for check or credit
card and will have a plastic shield at register.
9. Describe the cleaning protocols you will apply to your facility
As required by our state license we have always disinfected in between clients with hospital grade
disinfectant, change of gloves, mask and new linens that are stored in a closed, clean container
and disposed of in same way. We plan to continue this practice and book more time in between
clients to allow for disinfection of common areas such as bathroom and all door knobs. Beyond
this, we have a weekly house cleaner who will deep clean the facility.
10. Describe your policy regarding facial coverings in your facility
Everyone entering the facility will be required to wear a facial covering, including staff. The only
time facial covering will be removed is by client while getting facial services, in which case
therapist will have mask and plastic shield facial covering.
11. Describe the cleaning and disinfection techniques you will use on appliances and implements
used in personal care services
It is our standard practice that we disinfect all tools and surfaces in between each clients. We do
this with a solution called QUATS- the exact same solution used in hospitals to disinfect
instruments. We have purchased Clorox wipes for easy disinfection of surfaces and equipment as
well. We will have clean linens on treatment bed for each client and disposable gown if needed.
Linens are laundered by a professional linen service each week and stored in touch less receptacle.
12. Describe the layout of your place of business including placement of products
We have a retail space downstairs with products and our two treatment rooms are upstairs. We
have removed any and all product testers from the retail area.
13. If you are an esthetician describe any specific cleaning procedures and hygiene practices you
need to follow
California Estheticians are held to the highest standard of disease and sanitation education,
requiring over 600 hours and a two day state exam on disorders, diseases and sanitation. We are
governed by a state board and subject to strict rules of sanitation which is monitored, subject to
fines and checked at random by the California board of Cosmetology and Barbering.
Our rules require us to sanitize tools, surfaces and equipment in between each client with hospital
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grade disinfectant and clean linens. We have clearly labeled, closed lid receptacle for “disinfected”
instruments vs. “soiled” and wear gloves and mask which are changed for each client and/or
service. All equipment is wiped down with clorox wipes to avoid cross contamination. All products
used are never “double dipped” but dispensed with a clean spatula.
14. If you provide electrolysis services how do you disinfect
We do not provide such services in our facility.
15. If you provide nail services how will you disinfect
We do not provide such services in our facility.
16. If you work with tattoo and piercing describe any specific cleaning practices
We do not provide such services in our facility.
17. If you provide non medical massage services at your facility describe cleaning procedures
We do not provide such services in our facility.
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